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Supporting career decision-making in healthcare and health sciences is enhanced when options are mapped and described. Laying out pathway options, describing expectations coupled with likely outcomes that highlight research, teaching, entrepreneurship and business options are useful for both junior health professionals and mentors.

Career path direction decision-making is a challenge for many young healthcare professionals. Lent et al. use a social cognitive framework to understand three linked aspects of career development: (a) the formation and elaboration of career-relevant interests, (b) selection of academic and career choice options, and (c) performance and persistence in educational and occupational pursuits. Social cognitive career theory supports the notion that self-efficacy informs career choices, but a central issue remains that exposure to career pathway options and more importantly, clarity on what factors contribute to success once on those paths, remain elusive for many young health professionals. Offering realistic expectations early in career choice decision-making is essential to ensure cost- and time-effective investment for both the individual health professional and the system in which they seek career growth.

Providing a roadmap approach to career options that lay out opportunities, goals and expectations for health professionals with MD, DO and PhD degrees may be of utility for mentors, individual scholars and others seeking to support young faculty. While career decision-making is multifactorial and driven by unique individual and environmental factors, the figures and tables included here have proved useful heuristic tools for mentees and health professionals as they graduate and consider career options. The choices made will determine the expectations or possibilities of having research as part of their work.

Opportunities and Career goals for MDs/DOs

Graduates from medical school have a variety of career options. They need to decide if they want to join a practice in an academic setting or a non-academic setting (Figure 1). If they choose a non-academic practice, then the decision is if they should join a private practice or a health system practice. The proportion of U.S. graduates planning full-time clinical practice careers has declined to about 50% which is attributable to graduates’ preference for part-time clinical practice, demographic factors and debt. As private practice models are rapidly disappearing from the American medical landscape, employment in health systems and in alternative settings is expanding. Private practice does remain an option for some MD/DO graduates, often depending on
geographic location. A private practice can either be as a solo practitioner or with a small number of other physicians or with a larger multi-specialty group practice. In this setting, it is possible to be involved in research activities, especially as part of industry-sponsored pharmaceutical trials. Some private practitioners can devote a considerable amount of their time to industry-sponsored trials. The motivation is to both be on the cutting edge of biomedical research and to be able to offer their patients new drug trials. Because income can be generated from being involved in the trials, participation may be cost-neutral or even positive. However, participation in industry-sponsored trials usually cannot be done when physicians are just beginning their career. It usually takes some time for the physician to be recognized as an expert in a particular area and for pharmaceutical companies to identify them as a potential site leader for a trial. Once involved in trials, if one is successful (i.e., the physician is able to recruit participants and report data as required), the opportunities increase. It is possible although not common for physicians in a private practice setting to do their own investigator-initiated trials (IIT), and to be a site for other’s IIT studies once they are recognized as leaders in the field. Finally, while publishing in the private practice setting is not needed for career advancement, it is certainly an option for those interested in being part of the discovery process.

Physicians in the non-academic model can join a health care system to practice medicine as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. MD/DO career and practice pathways
This can be a for profit or not for profit system. This is rapidly becoming the dominant practice location and model in the United States. Depending on the health care system, it can be difficult or easy to get involved in clinical trials and research. In fact, some systems allow and encourage involvement in research. But others hire physicians exclusively to be involved in clinical income generating activity and they discourage or prohibit physicians from participating in clinical trials as it takes their time away from their revenue goal. If a decision is made to join an academic medical center (AMC), usually affiliated with a university, then there are more options. One option is to see patients and do only clinical work. This is analogous to those in a health care system that do only clinical activity, and it is difficult but not impossible for physicians on this pathway to get involved in research. Their chances for involvement in research are a bit higher than for physicians at a for profit or not for profit health system. Some physicians at an AMC get one half day a week off for "administrative time" which can also be used for "discovery time." This can allow involvement in writing cases or perhaps being an investigator or collaborator in a clinical trial. These physicians are usually on what is called a "clinical track" and they do not receive startup money for research endeavors when they are hired, nor do they get protected time to conduct research.

If the physician is on a hybrid clinical and research track, then there are several options. One is the path of a "classic" physician – laboratory scientist who has a wet lab research focus. For these physicians, the goal is to obtain NIH and other funding to support their work. Usually these physician scientists spend no more than one half to one day a week in clinic and the rest of their time is dedicated to pursuing research. This is invariably a tenure track position. An emerging path that is becoming more common involves physicians who want to pursue a career in clinical and translational research that does not have a wet lab component. These physicians are involved in in depth clinical study of a disease or health area that can lead to NIH clinical intervention trials. To be successful on the clinical/translational research path with the goal to obtain NIH or other funding requires the same amount of research effort as the classic physician scientist in a wet lab. Both the laboratory-based and non-lab physician scientist require startup packages when they are hired to be successful. These packages will usually carry an investigator for two or three years and by that time they are expected to have secured funding to support themselves and their team members.

The last pathway depicted in Figure 1 allows research time for a physician is often called the clinical scholar track and this is probably the most common pathway at most universities for physicians. These physicians, while primarily seeing patients, decided to join an AMC so they could be involved in the discovery and research enterprise at some level. These are not wet lab based physicians but rather their research pursuits are usually in the realm of clinical translational projects. If these physicians desire to be involved in discovering more about patients’ diseases and health, presenting data at meetings, publishing papers or being involved in clinical trials, this pathway provides such options. Their clinical practice generates most of their salary, with lesser contribution from grant funding. Some of them eventually do their own investigator initiated
studies at their local university, but these can expand with external funding to multicenter clinical projects. This group represents most of university physician faculty. It is a challenge for them to able to find sufficient time needed to engage in discovery activities because of their busy clinic schedules. University leadership and mentors need to be creative in helping to make time for conducting research. These physicians can begin by getting into a clinical trial research (usually initially an industry-sponsored study). Over time, as their reputation grows as an academic physician in a certain area, they then get invited to be in more and more trials, including being a site leader for an NIH clinical trials led by colleagues at other universities. With enough experience in these endeavors (along with concomitant publications, presentations and grant writing opportunities) some faculty can successfully write their own NIH or comparable funded study.

**Financing Time for Research in an Academic Health Center**

With each level of involvement in research activities the faculty member is encouraged to bring in some research dollars that can essentially "buy themselves out" of some of their clinical activity. The goal of some of these clinical scholars is to start with perhaps a day off a week when they first get hired to do discovery research activities. This amount of time off from clinical activity needs to be supported by the university and the department. If research funding results, then the faculty may be able to create more freedom from clinic responsibilities. Some clinical scholars over time can eventually be 50 percent clinical and 50 percent research. These faculty are usually not on a tenure track, but again this is very university dependent. When a clinical scholar is first hired they generally do not get any large degree of startup funds or protected time other than a day a week. Sometimes the young clinical scholar can request a portion of an existing clinical research coordinator’s time if they anticipate getting involved in trials immediately. The expectation is that within a year or two they would be supporting a portion of the research coordinator’s effort out of the revenue generated from research income and eventually they could support a full-time coordinator of their own.

Figure 1 also shows that some physicians over time can gravitate to other endeavors in a university involving education or administration. In addition, physicians who have had some experience doing research, either in the lab or clinical translational research, can exit to work for industry or to become entrepreneurs and begin their own startup companies.

**What is Expected?**

Table 1 describes what sorts of scholarly activity and goals physicians who plan to do some degree of research should be striving for at various stages of their career. (Many of these milestones apply to PhDs, and some specific activities germane to their career development are included.) While not comprehensive, Table 1 includes some of the potential grant mechanisms and funding sources that are geared for health professionals as their career grows.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>GRANTS/FUNDING</th>
<th>ACADEMIC RANK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Late 20’s – Early 30’s | • Complete Degree; defend dissertation  
• Obtain Boards | • Med Students TL1 / T32  
• Residents/Fellows R 25/T32  
• Pre-doctoral MD/PhD select F, K, R and T awards | Med Students  
Residents  
Fellows  
Doctoral Candidates |
|          | • Case Reports  
• Case Series  
• QA/QI  
• Publish dissertation-related paper(s)  
• Present research at local, regional, national meetings  
• Seek opportunities to publish with mentor and others | |
| Mid 30’s – Early 40’s | • Get in pharma trials  
• Get in disease group consortium trials  
• Use expertise to augment disease focused or population focused studies  
• Intensify national networking  
• Obtain MSCR, MPH, MBA  
• Join interdisciplinary teams/"do" team science  
• Branch into additional research topical areas | Career development awards | Assistant Professor  
Postdoctoral Fellow |
|          | • Establish mentor team  
• Write abstracts  
• Review papers  
• Write Measurement /Endpoint papers  
• Conduct meta-analyses  
• Review/Criteria papers  
• Conduct follow-up dissertation-related studies | • NIH K23, K08, K01, CTSA, KL2, F05, F30, VA  
• Foundations  
• Institutional Pilots  
• R03, R21 | |
| Mid 40’s | • Investigator Initiated Trials (IIT) – single site, small, pilot  
• Ask/collaborate to be in other’s multisite IITs, esp. NIH/PCORI  
• Serve as a reviewer; get on a study section | • NIH R21/R01 Foundation  
• CTSA KL2  
• VA Merit  
• More Institutional grants | Associate Professor |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decade</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Funding Sources</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Late 40’s – Early 50’s | • Begin mentoring students/trainees/junior faculty  
• Increase number of first author publications  
• Initiate multicenter IIT – 1st pharma, then federal  
• Initiate or expand into international networks if appropriate  
• Continue publishing and increase number of high impact journal publications | • NIH RO1/FDA /other Federal  
• Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI)  
• Industry  
• Philanthropy | Professor; Department Chair |
| Mid 50’s     | • Lead a consortium/program project  
• No more abstracts; increase number of senior author publications  
• Write a book  
• Serve as a journal editor  
• Lead an NIH or other study section  
• Continue to connect to mentees as they move ahead in their careers | NIH U and P awards  
Limited or no institutional grants | Professor; Endowed Chair |
| Late 50’s – Early 60’s | • Start a website/Organization  
• Stop reviewing (or be selective)  
• Accept invitations to travel and lecture more nationally/internationally  
• Focus on supporting mentees by reviewing their work (see above in younger cohort(s)) | Raise more money | Distinguished Professor; Ex-Chair  
• Research  
• Administration |
| Mid – Late 60’s & 70’s | • Serve as Board Member/ Academic Society Leader | Continue to raise money and support research and institutional mission | Retire/Emeritus |

Table 1. Select typical activities and milestones for research health professionals by decade.
When physicians are in medical school, residency and fellowship (20’s and early 30’s) their focus is to get their degree and pass board examinations. Scholarly activity during early career years can be case reports and case series. Some medical students have some laboratory research experience and a small number begin their training on the MD/PhD pathway which is much more research focused. Some grant programs exist to allow a medical student to do a year of research and obtain a Master of Public Health or a Master of Science in Clinical Research (M.S.C.R.) while in medical school. There are some NIH-supported grant programs to university departments that encourage residents and fellows to spend concentrated time on research.

If a physician joins an AMC after fellowship training, the amount of time spent on research of course depends on the track and career path he chooses as described above. In general, this is the time as an assistant professor that is spent writing abstracts to present to national meetings and to be visible academically. This will lead to getting into industry-sponsored trials and other consortium trials. Some junior faculty can pursue a M.S.C.R. over a number of years if they are interested in a research career. All faculty at this early stage can apply for institution-sponsored pilot grants for projects. The physicians on a NIH focused pathway need to apply for career development grants (K22 for clinical research/ K08 for laboratory research).

Having obtained some research success as an assistant professor is important to result in promotion to the associate professor level. At this point it is possible to embark on one’s own investigator initiated clinical trials and he will more frequently be asked to be on colleagues’ IIT multicenter trials from around the country. NIH-focused physicians need to be obtaining their own independent funding beyond the career development grant level and the goal is to ultimately obtain an R01 grant. At the professor level one has the experience and leverage to develop, obtain funding for, and run a multicenter IIT. This can happen before one reaches this career point but it is a reality that often this does not happen until one is well into their 40s. It takes time and experience to get proficient at this type of complicated clinical and translational research activity. This is a time for significant networking, including possible international collaboration. It may become easier due to reputation and research accomplishments to obtain large grants from industry and philanthropy to do IITs. When one enters the later years of an academic career, one can pursue larger funded projects such as complex center and multicenter awards. Applying for local institutional pilot grants is best left to more junior faculty at this point. Career pathway decisions remain crucial and opportunities may arise in research administration which can limit continued research discovery. Finally, tension between continuing the pursuit of research success and associated satisfaction with decisions to retire come into play.

PhDs in Health and Healthcare

Whatever their intentions when students enroll in graduate school, career pathways are often molded by immersion in the graduate school culture.7 Unlike the educational pathway that results in an MD/DO, graduate students may recognize that earning a Master’s degree in programs such as business, public health, education, and
social work, may lead to health-related career opportunities that they seek, and they may stop there with their higher education. Deciding to pursue a doctoral degree hinges on a relatively long term commitment to study in a specific field of choice. That singular decision – to seek a degree in chemistry, biology, anatomy, sociology, engineering, etc.– sets the first, pivotal step on the path to career development and career options. After obtaining a doctoral degree, some graduates continue in training as postdoctoral fellows in an academic setting, but this is highly variable depending on the field of study. Some academic disciplines have a long tradition of offering postdoctoral fellowships while in others, such training is rare. For PhDs, acquiring a job in academia is considered the highest form of success (especially as the competition for tenure-eligible positions is finite and competition for those limited positions is fierce). Doctoral candidates often are urged to have a “Plan B” to find a position in the non-academic world. By considering this a fallback option, such planning communicates that working in an alternative setting like in a health system or as staff supporting the conduct of research is less prestigious and less desirable (even if it might be more lucrative). Focusing on doctoral-level biomedical science graduates, a recent study suggested that students who choose nonacademic careers may be perceived as simply leakage from the desired pipeline, a metaphor that perpetuates the negative perception that these scientists represent failure. This bias is changing, and biomedical and behavioral sciences researchers are encouraged to seek research positions outside of academia.

Beyond a traditional faculty appointment in academia, other options include positions as a non-tenure track research assistant professor or a non-faculty position as a research scientist. Some doctoral graduates can move into the field of clinical trials research as study staff personnel (i.e., project manager/director) on a clinical research team. There also are jobs in the regulatory management of the clinical trials enterprise in the research offices that support the clinical research teams.
Figure 2. Common MD/DO and PhD career pathways
Some career pathways for PhDs are comparable to or the same as pathways for MDs/DOs. Figure 2 depicts five career options that health professionals may follow. While the connections appear linear, some health professionals move between options over the course of their careers, and sometimes back again. Career pathways can be fluid, but generally health professionals' training and personal preference determine the sphere in which they prefer to practice, teach, conduct research or develop/invent health-related enterprises.

One option open to both clinicians and PhDs is in laboratory and biomedical or health research that is done at freestanding, non-university research institutes. For example, working for a Clinical Research Organization (CRO) can provide a young career PhD the opportunity to explore their interests in the management and conduct of clinical trials. Some PhDs go directly into industry and there are a variety of job opportunities in this realm. One can continue to work in the wet lab as a research scientist or one can move into the field of pharmaceutical clinical trials in which there are several roles including quality assurance, clinical research associate and then clinical research monitor, regulatory associate and data management. Doctoral trained professionals also can find health and healthcare career opportunities working for or leading health-related nonprofit organizations, serving in community health and service organizations, public health (local, regional and state agency) and for think tanks/policy institutes. All these pathways can over time lead to research-related project leadership as well as publication opportunities. At any point in time, a doctoral trained professional can exit the academic, nonprofit or industry world and become an entrepreneur.

Summary and Words of Advice
No matter if one is a MD, DO or PhD, the pursuit of a career in research and discovery can be very rewarding on many levels. The motives to pursue such a career path range from altruistic (helping humanity), practical (you need a job) to narcissistic (to feel important). Regardless of the motive, successful researchers excel generally at networking early in their career, getting their name visible by presenting their science at academic meetings and working in a team science environment. Working in isolation is not a path for success; all of the pathways depend on the ability to collaborate, negotiate win-win solutions and persistence.

Using all available resources to make research successful is crucial. Finding a good mentor and nurturing a mentor team over time is very important. Finding a long-distance mentor(s) outside of the individual's institution or company can be equally important for long-term career success. These mentors bring objectivity and a novel network of colleagues who may be instrumental in building on a career path. It is also important to connect with patients and patient organizations who are involved in the disease /health area being studied. Getting them involved early and often in research projects and asking them what type of research needs to be done in the field can be illuminating and rewarding.

Write, Write, Write!
Unless junior professionals publish research findings, the likelihood of a long, successful research career diminishes. If candidates do not have publications to put on their CV, they will have great difficulty getting grants funded or in being promoted. Early on, writing abstracts, case reports, methodology papers and dissertation-
related papers is advisable. Write the early results and do not neglect writing negative data and negative trials. Write review papers, too, as these frequently get cited and they focus attention on emerging expertise which leads to recognition of the professional as a thought leader in the field. Pivotal papers are important but no one should wait for the "big one." Continuing to steadily publish builds reputation, and even less impactful papers are valuable along the way. As the young professional develops, it is advisable to have several active projects going at the same time. This diversifies the individual’s research portfolio and provides multiple opportunities to publish with different teams on different aspects of research interests. If a paper is rejected from a first-tier, high impact journal, do not abandon the paper but instead, seek publication in another journal. In this regard, open access publications have value, but seek guidance from mentors given the emergence of predatory open access journals. 11-13 Review all options to make scholarship and research findings known, including using earned media from your institution or company to highlight the work. Do not pass up the opportunity to present research at local, regional and national meetings or to use growing relationships to patient and community-based organizations to share findings. Building momentum and working to maintain momentum by writing, publishing, presenting and partnering are keys to success for all the pathways described.
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